WPA Newsletter July 2020
Editor's Note
Welcome all to the July newsletter - where has the year gone eh! I hope you're all keeping warm and
cosy and not letting the persistent clouds get to you.
First and foremost, I have to make a correction to the previous newsletter where Elaine was credited
with singlehandedly pulling together Ceramicus. Elaine has in fact humbly clarified that she only
contributed to last year's event and that it was by no means brought about solely because of her, but by
a whole team of people. So apologies to the rest of the team!
Thank you to everyone who has been working hard over the years to make Ceramicus happen. Hopefully
we will all come together this year too to make sure the event is a success. If you have not yet put your
hand up for it, now is the time (details are in the previous newsletter).
So with that said, we are still needing volunteers. Please find the time to do something for the club so
that it can continue to thrive.
Happy potting!
Anna x

Matariki Pot Luck Dinner: Saturday, 18 July

You are warmly invited to the Matariki Pot Luck Dinner at the Wellington Potters' Centre; partners are
welcome.
Bring your favourite winter food - in your favourite ceramic container if you like! Make it a main or a
dessert. Drinks will be provided.
Saturday 18 July, 6pm onwards
At the Wellington Potters’ Centre, 130 Grant Road, Thorndon
RSVPs appreciated by July 14th to wellingtonpotters@gmx.com, or leave a message on 04 473 5356
(please say how many people are coming, and what you plan to bring)

Anagama 2020: A note from Ian Gear

Our thoughts are with June & Graeme Houston following the passing of Graeme’s faithful dog Ken.
The anagama firing will commence on 2 September 2020. The receiving day will be Sunday, 23 August.
Kiln loading commences the next day on Monday, 24 August. The kiln will be opened on Sunday, 13
September. Firing will be contingent on the Covid situation which we are monitoring closely.
A big thank-you to those who responded earlier this year when we asked for volunteers to help with the
Anagama kiln.
However; the successful operation of the Anagama kiln requires much more than stacking the kiln,
lighting a match, stoking a fire and opening the kiln. The building and kiln need to be maintained, trees
harvested, logs sawn and split, wood carted and stacked, preparations made for firings, the kiln opening
and other tasks.
Two days before the solstice I was hanging over the gate talking to my neighbour John, a sheep and
cattle farmer, about the soil moisture content and temperature, rain, the price of wool and scanning
percentages in his ewe flock. And, of course dogs. Farm dogs and dog trialling. He told me with great
pride how all of the dog trial clubs in the country are required to agree to work actively in the club
undertaking the wide range of tasks and duties needed to make the clubs run. The point was made that
this is not those things to do with one’s own dogs – you must look after your own, pick up their doggie
dodo and tidy up after yourself – as well as the other required activities needed to successfully run dog
trials. If these folks don’t actively work with-in the club they don’t get to participate in dog trials. As I
walked back into my studio chewing on a soggy grass-straw I pondered the philosophy driving such
communities, the camaraderie involved and the long success they have enjoyed.

My mind turned to the number of members in WPA, the numbers undertaking the various tasks and
duties, the use of facilities and the expectations of those who find it difficult to make time to contribute.
We are fortunate to have this club because of the energy and foresight of those who have been involved
over the years. We now have the responsibility of shouldering the mantle if we are to leave the club in
excellent shape for the future.
Successful communities, ‘clubs’, are built upon active participation and putting our shoulders to the
wheel to make it happen. They are about taking personal responsibility, giving consideration to the
collective need and giving some of our precious time so that everyone can enjoy the facilities and it is
not left to a few community-minded folks. Leaving ‘it’ to others and just using the facilities is akin to the
model where you buy services (labour) from a person(s) in the expectation that things will be done by
others. Enabling those not actively contributing to the collective effort is not what being a member of a
club is about. That is not what keeps a club functioning successfully. Within WPA we are very fortunate
to have several handsful of people - stalwarts - who are committed to get things done. While we are
grateful to those folk and acknowledge their sterling efforts, we need to get in behind them, assisting
and participating in those necessary tasks that make it happen. We cannot expect to reap the benefits of
the efforts of others without making an active contribution ourselves. Perhaps it is time that we
considered an ethos similar to that valued by the dog trial clubs.
There is still a lot to do if this and subsequent anagama firings are going to be successful. If you can give
a hand over the coming months and year please let me know if you can assist (email:
ian@ingearglobal.com). We will then let you know when we are planning working bees.

Ngā mihi nui
Ian Gear
Anagama Co-ordinator

Duncan Shearer's Workshop

Duncan Shearer's workshop got everyone fired up for the Club anagama!
WPA was lucky to be able to host Duncan Shearer of Rahu Road Pottery for a two day workshop on
creating work for woodfiring.
Participants learned a variety of techniques from mixing clay bodies, designing pieces for wood firing,
loading wood fired kilns, types of wood fired kilns, mixing and using slips for different effects, and more.
One participant described Duncan as ‘...a veritable encyclopedia of wood firing knowledge!’.
We all left the workshop feeling inspired and excited to try out our new found learning at this year’s
Club anagama.

Cleaning Bee - Sunday, 16 August

Come along Sunday, 16 August 9 am to 2 pm and help us get everything spic and span!
Join your fellow club members to help keep, maintain and enhance our wonderful pottery studio space;
and be there for the great food as well, morning tea will be provided! If you can’t make it on the 16th,
check the back of the whiteboard for jobs that can be done up to 3 days before that date.
Please note that the studio will be closed for personal use during cleaning bee dates and times.

Handy Skills?
Be it a lifted section of linoleum, a faulty lock or a bit of tidying of the surrounding grounds, there are
always, yes, always little jobs to be done to make our community safe and the amenities convenient and
comfortable. Even though you may seldom use the rooms your contribution of even a few minutes each
time you visit will assist in this endeavour.
If you haven’t already placed your name on the Volunteers’ Schedule please email Elaine at
elainejmarland@gmail.com do so and, if maintenance is your gig, please specify that.

Club Notices

Responsibility for kiln damage
It’s YOURS! No excuses (unless a kiln ‘goes rogue’ and overfires significantly). If your clay or your glaze
causes damage to any part or component of a kiln or the kiln furniture you must pay for the damage.
The firing charges do not have an ‘accident factor’ built in. Why should other members pay for your
oversights or negligence?
The main causes of damage are:
1) using unauthorised glaze combinations 2) putting Cone 5 glazes into a Cone 6 firing 3) overapplication of glaze 4) poor cleaning of bases 5) putting low-fire clays into mid or high-fire firings.
On the subject of ‘compensation’. Results are not guaranteed. There is no official compensation for
loader or kiln mishaps. Loaders, despite the number of items they handle, still have a 99%+ handling
success, but accidents do occasionally happen. The kiln-loading team will always leave you an apology
note (the same is expected of members who break others’ pots) and, in most circumstances, offer
another pot fired no charge. However, flimsily-made, very thin or awkwardly-shaped pots are handled at
your own risk.
The kiln volunteers spend a significant amount of time handling and firing your pots; chipping, grinding
and cutting out glaze runs or trying to repair damage to the body of the kilns is not a welcome pasttime.
Not the glaze result you expected? WPA cannot guarantee you your desired result. On occasions, a kiln
will not fire according to its programme. This is one more ‘joy’ of the art of ceramics. In the case of
obviously under-fired pots the Kiln Team may re-fire your pots but this is entirely at their discretion. If
you desire a specific result you should work towards getting your Kiln Licence and thus will be able to
conduct your own Private Firings.

Glazing Techniques: “She’ll be right is not at ALL right!”
You can make wonky pots as much as you like but don’t carry the same attitude into the glaze room. If
you don’t know what you are doing:
1) seek advice from someone competent
2) always err on the side of caution
3) heed the instructions on glaze buckets
4) check authorised glaze combos against the samples displayed
5) if in doubt, provide a kiln biscuit under your pot(s).
Karla Marie myladyknz@gmail.com provides excellent glaze classes. Their cost is less than what you will
be charged to replace a kiln shelf and you’ll be so much more knowledgeable and confident in your glaze
practice.
FYI: small kiln shelves cost between $90 and $125 to replace. Large about $200. To replace damaged
elements in a medium-sized kiln is about $800.

Final Warning: Kiln Room Overflow
Sunday 5 July: After this date, all bisqued and glazed pots remaining on the “completed” shelves on the
right-hand side (they are outlined in red tape) will be destroyed. We no longer place them on the substation roof as some were being used for “glaze testing” without there being any knowledge of which
clay had been used. This occasionally resulted in kiln and kiln shelf damage. CEC tutors please take
responsibility for your students’ pots as some may well be in amongst the many there.
Please note that the pots on death row have been on the shelves well prior to the Covid lockdown.
Pots fired since lockdown was lifted are subject to the “3-weeks after firing and they’re gone” rule.
Regularly claiming your fired pots is in everyone’s interests. If unloaders have to stack pots because of
overloaded shelves or members have to shift others’ pots to get at their own the potential for damage is
significantly increased.
And a reminder…..you could recognise your pot anywhere, right? Well; not always, it seems! Two
suggestions:
1) take a photo before you put them on the ‘to be fired’ shelves
2) make sure you have a Potter’s Mark and register it in the Logbook (it’s on the telephone desk in the
main studio) and be diligent about marking each and every one of your pots.

Studio Rules Reminder
Protocols for maintaining clean and tidy studios have been ‘forgotten’ by some members.

May we remind you of the following:
•

Workbench cleaning requires a bucketful of water and a large sponge.

•

14 days maximum stay on drying shelves and in the damp cabinet.

•

Nothing but pre-bisque pots on the drying shelves, particularly NO bags of clay or buckets of
recycled clay anywhere on the main studio floor or the dollies (there is space at the back of the
building).

•

When clearing your pots from the shelves make sure you remove, wash and restack the batts
you have used.

•

batts should not be used for long-term storage; remove them as soon as your pots are firm
enough to be handled.

•

Plaster moulds should be cleaned and replaced in the appropriate drawer within 2 days of use.
Exception: when the work is genuinely still ‘in progress’.

•

Glaze room: In addition to everything being thoroughly cleaned, users should check the
following before they leave…toilet light OFF, heater OFF, compressor switch OFF.

Volunteer Profile: Kate Ford

This month, we have the lovely Kate Ford, long serving WPA Secretary and one of the first faces new
members meet when they join the Club at the Orientation sessions. Kate, a huge thank you from all of
us for your dedication to our Club!

How did you get into pottery?
When my children were at Playcentre, I did some training to become a parent/supervisor, and that’s
when I started playing with clay. When I was at school, there was almost no chance to use art materials
or try any creative activities - learning Latin was seen as more important. So discovering clay at that
stage of my life was exciting. I did some night classes with John Anderson at Wellington High School, and
then did several classes with Rosemary O’Hara at Wellington Potters.
I discovered that working with clay is good for my mental health. After I’ve worked with clay, I feel very
centred – dirty, tired out sometimes, but calm and satisfied. For me it’s the definition of well-being.
I don’t see myself as an artist. I like hand made things – I try to grow some of my food, I make my meals
from scratch, and I like to eat on hand-made plates and bowls. They feel right, and I enjoy their
provenance. Paul Wotherspoon made my dinner plates, Mal made the casserole dish, Tony Sly made the
big bowl I use for bread making.
What type of pottery do you enjoy most?
I am a thrower. I admire people who are handbuilders and make sculptural things of beauty; I make
domestic and functional things. I try to make objects that are easy and elegant to use. Mostly the things
I make are associated with food, but I’ve made the odd bird feeder and soap dish, some cutlery drainers,
utensil holders, and some mini tagines to hold salt…
What's your least favourite part of the process?
Occasionally, I have a moment of despair in the kiln room when I pick up my work. I remind myself that
you shouldn’t have any expectations… It does teach you humility. And I am getting better at glazing.
Have you learnt any new techniques lately?
I got very excited recently when Mal Sole showed me how to square a round thing. That was magic.
Do you sell your work and if so where?
No, generally I give what I make to friends and family. (I have quite a large family, and lots of friends
and neighbours. And they are clearly very tolerant). I get a little buzz when I hear of someone going
flatting – they might need some bowls. Or friends who get married. And my daughter mentioned the
other day that they had broken one of their dessert bowls – there’s an opportunity for some
replacements.
When did you join the WPA?
I joined in 2005. I had done several of Rosemary O’Hara’s classes, and she told me it was time to leave
her classes and make space for someone else! So I joined up.
What volunteer roles have you held thus far aside from Secretary and running the Orientation Sessions?
I’ve done lots of bits and pieces. Practical housewife things – buying the loo paper and paper towels,
helping with the food at Ceramicus opening. I love doing a shift or two at the Anagama firing. I checked
the minutes and see that I joined the committee in 2010, and I’ve been Secretary since 2011 but I'm
ready to hand the baton over on that role so if anyone is keen to take over, please get in touch!

Why do you volunteer / what do you enjoy about it?
I like the people and belonging to a group of positive people. I know that many people get some of their
well-being from being at the club, and it’s good to be part of that.
Any WPA highlights?
I remember some great workshops – Yves Gaget in particular. I love Anagama, especially the opening
and barbeque. That’s a great gathering of the clay community. And the current Tuesday Club morning is
the highlight of my week.

Kiln Licence Courses
There are vacancies in the 4-week courses starting 24 August and 21 September. Email
sales@rumbles.co.nz for more information and to book your place. Cost $140

Need More Storage?
New Mocha Units
All the large cubbies are hired out and the number of
small ones for hire is decreasing rapidly. There are now
five Mocha Units available for hire for those who have
more than would fit in a large cubby. Each contains 3
drawers and a 2-shelf cabinet space with a sliding door.
Drawers and cabinet are lockable. Their capacity is
approximately 0.2 of a cubic metre. Price is $150 per six
months. One may be viewed in the main studio
underneath Stack B. Contact Peter Rumble for more details. sales@rumbles.co.nz
Glaze Room cubbies
These are larger capacity than the upstairs big cubbies. There are restrictions on what may be stored in
them. $50 per six months. Contact Peter Rumble for details. sales@rumbles.co.nz

Health and Safety
Committee decision on storage
The Committee constantly reviews our practices and scopes our Club environment to ensure the safety
of all members. In this regard it has been decided that nothing may be stored on the top levels of the
Drying Stacks A, B and C. Only empty polystyrene boxes may be stored on top of Stacks D and E.
Members currently making use of these spaces are requested to remove their possessions as soon as
possible.
Outsized works (either ‘in progress’ or whilst drying) may be stored on the dollies under Stack A and on
the table sited below the north window.
Covid tracer QR code
These codes are displayed on the Kiln Room Door and the Main Studio Door for your convenience.
However, you must still sign in, sign out and log entry and exit times in the diary as per usual practice.
Cubby safety
For the safety of yourself and others, please ensure that:
1) Your cubby is carefully stacked to reduce the chances of anything falling...for example...in an
earthquake

2) Never leave items such as banding wheels, glass jars or sharp metal tools unsecured at the front of
your cubby
3) Bags of clay should be flat-based to avoid their rolling out of your cubby
4) Items must not extend any more than 50mm (5 cm) beyond the edge of the cubby
5) Food items kept in your cubby must be packed in vermin-proof containers.
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